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ABSTRACT 
In this review I have investigated the use of the 
audio delay effect in digital audio processing. I 
have included a brief history of analog and 
digital delay effects and how we experience 
them in modern times. 
I then detail the different types of delay effects 
that can be executed in the digital domain, how 
they differ and Matlab functions that we can use 
to create the effects ourselves. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A delay is to postpone or defer something by 
some interval to be later in time. 
We experience sound delay effects in our lives 
everyday, through acoustic reverberation when 
we hear and an effect known as comb filtering 
caused by very short delays of sound in a room. 
We experience a longer delay when yelling 
across a valley and hearing an echo. 
 
For the purpose of this review, the term audio 
delay will refer to the process of taking a copy 
of some portion of audio signal, delaying it in 
time by some amount and finally introducing it 
back into the signal path, either adding to or 
replacing the original signal. 
 
In the Audio Industry, delays have many 
practical applications such as eliminating 
equipment phase issues in a recording studio, or 
time aligning sound sources at different 
distances from a listener, so a listener will hear 
them at the same time.  
For the purpose of this review I will be focusing 
on digital delays used as musical effects. 
 
Delay effects are used by musicians in most 
modern music to enhance the natural sound of 
their instrument or song by making it sound 
more expansive, exciting or complex. You may 
have even heard these artificial delay effects 
without realizing they do not sound natural or 
organic. As an audience, we have come to 
accept these artificial effects through their use in 
many styles of music over many decades.  
 
2. HISTORY OF DELAYS IN MUSIC 
 
Originally delay was obtained by magnetic 
recording devices that recorded the audio with 
one head and reproduced the audio with a 
different head. The spacing between the heads 
and the speed of the recording tape determined 
the length of delay. Several units were made 
with one record head and several reproduce 
heads to give several possible delays 
simultaneously, [3] as can be seen in Figure 1. 
(See Appendix.) 
 
The delay effect began to become popular in 
music production in the 1940s when Les Paul 
began to use tape-delay effects on his guitar 
sounds by modifying standard tape machines. 
Since then there have been many analog tape-
delay effects units developed. Two of the most 
revered and sort after units include the Echoplex 
(1959) and Roland RE-201 Space-Echo (1973), 
which were used by many recording artists over 
the decades.  
 
The term ‘Digital Delay’ refers to an audio 
delay effect produced in the digital domain. The 
process of digital delay differs from the analog 
process slightly.  
 
A sample is placed in memory (RAM), stored, 
then recalled some time later and output. 
Generally, when the delay is small, the 
 frequency response of the signal is altered; 
when the delay is longer, an echo results.  [5] 
 
Figure 2 (See Appendix.) shows a delay effect 
where the input signal is combined with three 
separate delays of itself. 
What we hear at the output is an audio signal 
consisting of original signal at 0 secs, delay 1 @ 
1 sec, delay 2 @ 1.5 secs, delay 3 @ 2secs. 
As these delay times are relatively long, we 
would not expect to hear any tonal difference 
between input and output signals. Instead, we 
would describe this effect as an echo.   
 
Figure 3(See Appendix.) shows a much shorter 
delay effect. When the original signal is 
combined with a 10ms delay of itself, we would 
expect the output signal to have a tonal 
difference to the input signal. This is due to 
comb filtering causing phase cancelations at 
certain frequencies, which we perceive as a 
change in tonal characteristics.  
 
Digital delays were developed as early as 1970s 
and became more affordable through the 1980s 
and 1990s. In modern times, digital delay can be 
very inexpensive and is available in the form of 
rack-mounted units, ‘stomp-box’ foot pedals 
and in Digital Audio Workstations (DAW). 
The main important adjustable parameters for 
standard digital delay effect units are: 
Delay-time- adjusts the amount of time between 
the original input sound and the delayed 
version.  
Feedback- Determines how many delayed 
versions you will hear 
Delay-gain- Controls the level of the delayed 
audio relative to the input sound. 
 
 
3. DIFFERENT TYPES OF AUDIO DELAY 
EFFECTS 
 
3.1 Echo/Slapback 
When we use a straight, non-varying delay 
which is greater than 50ms, we hear a very 
audible repetition which we call an Echo Delay.  
For slightly shorter delays, between 15-50ms, 
we use the term Slapback Delay. This was on of 
the first types of delay to become popular in 
rock and roll music in the 1950s. 
The following is a Matlab function for delay 
effect. Adjusting the delay time will determine 
whether it yields a Slapback or Echo delay 
sound. 
 
The effects of vibrato, flanging and chorus are 
closely related in that they depend on the 
implementation of fractional delays and rely on 
a time-varying delay element. The input- output 
relationship defining this element is given in 
time by: y[n] = x[n − D[n]]       [4]      
 
3.2 Flanger 
The term ‘Flanger’ is used to describe the effect 
of two identical sounds being added together, 
where one of the sounds is delayed (less than 
15ms) by a continuously varying delay time. [1] 
 
The flanging effect is a form of comb filtering. 
The combination of the original sound a slightly 
delayed version, causes phase cancelations at 
certain frequencies. Because the delay time is 
varying, the phase relationship between the two 
sounds is constantly changing, resulting in an 
audible a whooshing, moving phase effect. 
(See Appendix for example of Flanger Matlab 
function)  
 
3.3 Vibrato 
Vibrato is an effect where the delay (D[n]) is 
periodically varied around an average value by a 
low-frequency oscillator (typically of frequency 
5–15 Hz). This results in a periodic variation of 
the pitch (perceived frequency) of the signal. 
Typical average delay values are between 5 and 
10ms. [4] 
(See Appendix for example of Vibrato Matlab 
function)  
 
3.4 Chorus 
The term ‘chorus’ refers to a type of delay effect 
which is designed to make a single sound, sound 
as if it was being produced by multiple sources. 
Chorus works by adding multiple short delays to 
the signal, but rather than repeating the same 
delay, each delay is "variable length" (the speed 
and length of the delay changes). This adds the 
randomness required  
 for the chorus sound. Varying the delay time 
also varies the pitch slightly, further adding to 
the "multiple sources" illusion. [2] 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The effect of delaying an audio signal can be 
achieved in the analog domain via technology 
such as a modified analog tape machine. 
However, we also experience audio delays in 
the natural world in the form of echo and 
reverb, such as spacious reverberation we hear 
when we yell while standing inside a large 
concert hall or church. 
The process of digitally delaying audio signals 
can be used in a variety of different situations, 
from logistical applications in public address 
systems and sound reproduction, to use as 
digital audio effects in a musical context. 
Different lengths of delays will create different 
perceived audio effects in music, and a 
combination of varying delay times can create 
sound effects such as chorus or flanging, which 
may be quite difficult to achieve via any other 
means. 
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6. Appendix 
 
6.1 Figure 1.  Modified Analog tape machine with multiple playback heads for switchable delay time 
effects.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2 Figure 2. Signal flow diagram of a delay effect where the input signal is copied multiple times, 
delayed by varying times then combined with the original version of itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.3 Figure 3.,  Signal flow diagram of a short delay effect. When the original signal is combined with a 
10ms delay of itself .
 
Appendix Continued 
 
6.4 Matlab code used to create a basic Flanger audio effect: (Source: DAFX: Digital Audio Effects) 
 
function   [y]=flanger(fs, y, we 
v = 0.002; 
r = 0.5; 
orig = y; 
 
%      fs = Sample rate 
%      v = Variation. 
%      x = Input audio signal. This should be a column  
%          vector. 
%      r = Rate. 
% 
%Version 1.0 
%Coded by: Stephen G. McGovern, date: 08.03.03 
 
md= ceil(v*fs); 
n=1:length(y)+md; 
v=round(v*fs); 
z=zeros(md,1); 
m=max(abs(y)); 
y=[z;y;z]; 
rr=2*pi/round(fs*r); 
b=round((v/2)*(1-cos(rr.*n))); 
y=y(n+md)+y(n+md-b); 
m=m/max(abs(y)); 
y=m*y; 
y = y(1:length(orig)); 
 
y = wet * y + (1 - wet) * orig; 
 
 
 
6.5 Matlab code used to create a basic Vibrato audio effect: (Source: DAFX: Digital Audio Effects) 
 
 
function y=vibrato(y,SAMPLERATE,Modfreq,Width) ya_alt=O; 
 
Delay=Width; %basic delay of input sample in sec  
DELAY=round(Delay*SAMPLERATE); % basic delay i # n samples  
WIDTH=round(Width*SAMPLERATE); % modulation width i#nsamples  
if WIDTH>DELAY  
error(?de1ay greater than basic delay !!!?); 
return;  
end 
 
MODFREQ=Modfreq/SAMPLERATE; % modulation frequency i#nsamples 
LEN=length(x) ; % # ofsamplesinWAV-file  
L=2+DELAY+WIDTH*2; % length of the entire delay  
Delayline=zeros(L,l); % memory allocation for delay  
y=zeros(size(x)) ; % memory allocation for output vector  
 
for n=l:(LEN-l) 
M=MODFREQ; 
MOD=sin(M*2*pi*n) ; 
ZEIGER=1+DELAY+WIDTH*MOD; 
i=floor (ZEIGER); 
frac=ZEIGER-i; 
Delayline=[x(n) ;Delayline(l:L-l)];  
%---Linear Interpolation----------------------------- 
y(n,1)=Delayline(i+l)*frac+Delayline(i)*(-frac); 
%---Allpass Interpolation------------------------------ 
%y(n,i)=(Delayline(i+l)+(l-frac)*Delayline(i)-(l-frac)*ya~alt); %ya-alt=ya(n, 1) ; 
%---Spline Interpolat;ion------------------------------- 
%y(n,I)=Delayline(i+l)*frac-3/6  
%. ...+Delayline(i)*((1+frac)^3-4*frac^3)/6  
%.. .+Delayline(i-l)*( (2-frac)^3-4*(1-frac)^3)/6  
%....+Delayline(i-2)*(1-frac)^3/6;  
% 3rd-order Spline Intierpolation 
end 
 
